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Abstract: 

       nature produces elements and materials, we must stop to contemplate what they produce of 

these elements and materials, think, try to reformulate or subjugate them and make them 

engaged in the arts, including plastic art, in order to produce an integrated work of the elements, 

As man is the son of nature , his primary reference in all his artistic production is not only in 

the formative and aesthetic values but also in his material resources and material raw materials, 

as he used -primitive man- the components of nature to draw some magical symbols on his 

walls of his caves associated with his faith where it brings him livelihood or sympathies of his 

idols or helps him to attract his prey And come to him by wind or rain, or from another side, to 

defend himself against predators by using materials such as fats, animal blood, grease or oils 

resulting from combustion, and also by using charred wood used to light fires in order to cook 

food and for heating, which is like the coal weld used at the present time in drawing and then 

the ancient egyptian artist used some earthen oxides, mixing them with some oils or chemicals 

to obtain a pure color with which he can add and make formative works that achieve his idea 

and communicate his message and immortalize his history and tales by art and by the coloring 

materials originating from nature. 

     From here we conclude that nature is the main and only the main resource of technical 

resources, material or intellectual. 

As the primitive man used coal, the combustion process produced some black fumes called 

(with soot) or (soot) that had accumulated and calcified on the wall resulting from the 

combustion process to create a dark space on it and from here I tried to formulate this technique 

derived from nature to produce a fine artistic work in which the component elements For 

drawing art, which is the balance and diversity between the silhouettes and the harmony 

between the dark and the light where I used soot or flame resulting from the combustion process 

and received it on some different surfaces to achieve the various plastic values in an artistic 

framework and from the research I found that there are those who preceded me to the idea which 

is the artist Steve Spazuk has experimented with this technique and produced some complete 

plastic works. 
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